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A MODULUS FOR THE 3-DIMENSIONAL WAVE EQUATION
WITH NOISE: DEALING WITH A SINGULAR KERNEL
C. MUELLER

ABSTRACT. We give a modulus of continuity for solutions of the wave equation
with a noise term:
utt = Au + a(u) + b{u)G, x G R3
where G is a Gaussian noise. This case is more difficult than in lower dimensions because the fundamental solution of the wave equation is singular.

1. Introduction. We give a modulus of continuity for solutions u(t, x) to the wave
equation with a noise term, for x G IR3.
(1.1)

utt = Au + a(u) + b(u)G,

t > 0, x G R3

u(0,x) — uo(x)
ut(Q,x) = u\(x).
We assume that uo(x), u\ (x) are C°° functions. Here, G = G(t, x) is a generalized Gaussian
field with covariance E[G(t,x)G(s,y)] — bit — s)R(\x — y\). We impose the following
conditions on R(x).
(1.2)

\R(x)-R(y)\<c\x-y\
\R(x)\ < c,

for some constant c. Throughout the article, c will be a constant which may vary from
line to line. As an example, G{t,x) could be B(t), that is, white noise in t. We further
assume that a(w), b(u) are Lipschitz functions:
(1.3)

\a(u) — a(y)\ < c\u — v|
\b(u)-b(v)\

<c|w-v|.

Also, assume
\a{u)\ < c(\u\ + 1)
| * ( I I ) | < C ( | I I | + 1).

We find that u(t,x) is almost Holder continuous of order | . Let (5 — (3({t, x), (5-,y)) =
\log\(t,x)-(s,y)\\K
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THEOREM 1. There exists a null set Qo contained in the probability space, such that
for each compact subset R C {(t,x) G t^4 : t > 0}, and for each UJ $ Qo> we may choose
c > 0 such that for all (t,x), (s,y) E R, we have
\u(t,x) — u(s,y)\ < c\(t,x) — (s,y)\î max^,*)^.

The study of moduli of continuity has played an important role in several recent papers on stochastic partial differential equations. Sometimes a probability estimate on the
modulus can substitute for classical maximal inequalities for processes, which may be
hard to prove in the multiparameter setting. The heat equation with noise was studied by
the following authors. Walsh (1984) first derived a modulus. The modulus was used to
study large deviations, limiting shape, support of solutions, and long-time existence, respectively, by Sowers (1990a,b), Mueller (1990a,b,c). For x e¥Ld,d< 2, Mueller (1991)
used the modulus for the wave equation to show long-time existence. Finally, Carmona
and Nualart (1988a,b) are also devoted to the wave equation with a nonlinear noise term.
Existence and uniqueness for all times t, for (1.1), follow from arguments similar to
those given in Walsh (1984), Chapter 3. Our original hope was to combine the results
of this paper and of Mueller (1991) to prove existence and uniqueness when b(u) grows
faster than linearly. The author believes he can prove such a theorem for \b(u)\ < c +
c\u\ loglog(|w| + 3) a for the appropriate a, but such a weak result appears to have little
interest.
J. Walsh and the author believe that both (1.1) and utt — uxx + b(u)W(t,x) (x G R, Wis»
2-parameter white noise) have solutions which blow up, if b(u) = \u\a, a > 1. But this
is not proven.
The method in all of the above papers was based on the following idea. Re-express
the differential equation as an integral equation of the form
(1.4)

u(t,x) = T(t9x) +

£JK(t-s9x-y)b(u(s,yj)G(dyds)

where K is the fundamental solution of the heat or wave equation, and T(t, x) represents
unimportant terms. Then,
u(t\,x\) — u(t2,X2)
= r(/,*1)-r(/2,*2)
+

lo

L[K<"tl

~ S'X{ ~ ^ ~ K{fl ~S'X2~

y)]b(u(s,yj)G(dyds)

where we assume K(t,x) = 0 if t < 0. Then, if K is smooth, u(t\,x\) — u(t2,x{) is
controlled by K(t\ — s,x\ — y) — K(t2 — s,X2 — y). This technique breaks down if the
fundamental solution K(t, x) is not smooth. The wave equation
utt = Aw,

x G Ft3
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has fundamental solution

S(t,x)=-f-6(t-\x\)
Ant
which is certainly not smooth.
The goal of this article is to give a new technique for deriving moduli, which works
for (1.1). We again use the integral equation (1.4), but we express u(t\,x\) — u(t2,X2) in
terms of an integral of differences of u. A Gronwall-type argument finishes the proof.
Now we discuss the integral equation for u(t,x). Indeed, we do not expect u{t,x) to
be differentiable, so (1.1) has no meaning. If G were smooth, (1.1) would be equivalent
to the following integral equation. Since u is not smooth, we regard (1.1) as a shorthand
for the integral equation.
Let U(t, x) satisfy
Utt = AU t > 0, x e R3
U(0,x) = uo(x)
Ut(0,x) — u\(x).
Let u(t, x) satisfy
u(t,x) = û(t,x) + / / S(t — s,x —y)a(u(s,y)) dyds
(1.6)

JoM

t

+ jf jf3 S(t -s,x-

y)b(u(s,y))G(dyds).

We interpret the second integral in (1.6) in terms of Walsh's (1984) theory of martingale
measures. The reader can check that G is a martingale measure with nuclear covariance.
Define the light cone C(t) by
(1.7)

C(0 = {(s,x) G R4 :0<s

<t,\x\

<t-s}.

Our strategy is to show on each light cone C(0, that u(t,x) must be bounded and must
satisfy the inequality appearing in Theorem 1.
Finally, the author wishes to thank J. Walsh and E. Perkins for their hospitality during
the author's visit to Vancouver, and J. Walsh for his discussions of the wave equation
with noise.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Ourfirsttask is to stop the solution u(t, x) when it becomes
too irregular. We allow u(t, x) to become more irregular as (t, x) gets further from the
origin. Let tn — T!l=n j\Lj^ n ^ 3, and let an = an(n) be the first time t < tn that there
exist (suX\),(s2,X2) E C(t) withsi < s2 and either \u(sux\)\ > 2n(s\ +2) logn or
I w ^ ^ x O - w f e , ^ ) ! >2^- 1 |(^ 1 ,x 1 )-(^ 2 ,x 2 )|K^2 + 2)! l 0 ^^^ ) -^^>li i .
If there is no such t, let an — oo. Finally, let G — o(n) — infn>^ an(n).
Recall from the introduction that
(2.1)

P=P(SuXuS2,X2)

=

\\0g\(Si,Xi)-(S2,X2)\\1.
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Let v(t,x) satisfy the equation
(2.2)

v„(t,x) = Av(t,x) + a(u(tAa9xj)

+b(u(t A (j,x))G{t,x)

v(0,x) = uo(x)
vt(09x) = u\(x)
for t > 0, x E M?. This equation can be made rigorous via an integral equation similar to
(1.6).
Let
N(t,x) = f J3 S(t - s,x-y)b(u(s A a9yj)G(dyds).
This is the noise term in the integral equation corresponding to (2.2).
Borrowing an idea from Kolmogorov's criterion for the continuity of processes and
also from Walsh (1984), Corollary 3.4, we consider differences N(t,x) — N(s,y) over
adjacent dyadic rationals (t9x)9 (s9y). This means that the entries of (t,x) and (s9y) have
the form kl~m for some m > 1, and that \(t,x) — (s,y)\ = 2~m. We will use this idea to
prove the following lemma.
Let An be the event that for all (s\,x\),(s2,X2) G C(tn,Q),s\ < S2, and |(^I,JCI) —
fe,^2)| < ^ we have
\N(suxl)-N(s2,x2)\

< ^2n\(suxl)-(s2,x2)\Us2

+ 2f,

where (3 was defined in (2.1).
LEMMA 2.1.

P{Acn | A„_! H • • -n An} < co exp[-c(logn)2(loglog« + 2)" 3 ].

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1. We let the reader check, using standard arguments related
to Kolmogorov's criterion for continuity, (as in Walsh (1984), Corollary 1.2), that N(t, x)
has a continuous version. Thus, to decide whether An occurs, we need only consider
points (s/,*/) with dyadic rational entries, that is (shxt) =
(k\2~m,k22~m,h2~m,kA2~m)
for some integer m.
Also, since we are conditioning on An-\ D • • • n A„, we need only consider the case
where one of the points Csi,*i),(.S2,JC2) li e s m C(tn,0) \ C(tn-\,0). Let S(tn,tn-\9m) be
the set of dyadic rationals (k\ 2~m,..., k/[2~m) either lying in C(tn, 0) \ C(tn-\,0) or lying
in C(tn-\,0) and having a nearest neighbor in C(tn, 0) \ C(tn-\,0). It is easy to see that
for some c not depending on tn, tn-\9 m, we have
\S(tn,tn-Um)\

< c2 4 m volume[a^0) \ C(tn-u0)]
<c-(logn) 3 2 4 m
n
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where |5| is the number of points in 5. Let En,m be the event that for all pairs (^1,^1 ),
(s2,x2) which are nearest neighbors in S(tm tn-\, ra), with s\ < s2, we have
\N(sux{)-N(s2,x2)\
Let £Ln = I J2-m<l

cK2n~x2~m(s2+2f.

<

tLnm.

We claim that
(2.4)

P(Fnm) < c24m - (log log n)3 ( 1 ° g

l0g

"+

2)

' exp[-cmI (log log w + 2)- 3 ]

and thus
00

p(^)< E
(2.5)

p

(KJ

m=[log2«]
3

_T

< cexp[—c(log«)2(loglogAi + 2) ].
Now we establish (2.4), by means of the following lemma. Note that
M(t) = f J3S(t-s,x-

y)b(u(s A o,y))G{dyds)

is a martingale, and that M(t) = N(t,x). By an abuse of notation, we write (N(t,x)} for
{M)f L_ . The effect is to hold the J in £(/ — s, x — y) constant when computing the square
variation. We use the same notation for differences (N(t,x) — N(s,y)).
LEMMA 2.2.
then
(A)

If(t,x\), (t,x2), (t,x) e C(tn,0)ands < t, andif\x\—x2\ < ±, t—s < £,

(N(t9xi)-N(t,x2))

2n

<c2 \Xl

(t + 2)2(3+3
-x2\^--{
P

(B)

2n<. . a + 2) 2 ^ 3
(N(t, x) - N(s, x)) < c22n(t - s)x

p

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2, (A). We use the definition of N(t,x) to split up (N(t,x\) N(t,x2)) as follows. Without loss, we assume thatxj — x,x2 — —x, so that \x\ — x2\ —
2|JC|.

(N(t9x) - N(t, -x)) < llj* J\ S(t - s,y)[b(u(s Aa,x-y))-

b(u(s Aa,-x-

y))}

G(d(x-y)ds)\
+ 2/ f / S(t - s,y)b(u(s A a, -jc - y)) [G(d(x - y)ds)
- G(d(-x - y)ds)
= (/) + (//).
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First, consider term (I). By the stochastic calculus of martingale measures, as given
in Walsh (1984), we may determine (I) by squaring the integral, and using the rule
G(d(x-yi)dsi)G(d(x-y2)ds2)

= 6(s\ - s2)R(y\ - y2)dy\

dy2ds\.

Thus we find, using a constant c which may vary from line to line

w = 2jfii«'-*.>iW-^Wy.-> 2 )
\b(u(s /\a,x — y\)) — b(u(s Aa,—x — y\))]
[byu(s A G,X — 3^2)) — b(u(s Aa,—x — y2)j\dy2dy\
< c\x\ J^(s + 2)2^ ^ jT3 S(t -s,y{)S(t
<c\x\J\s

-s,y2)dyx

ds

dy2

2)20(t-s)2ds.

+

Now
+ 2)2(5(t - sf ds = j\s + 2)2/3[(r + 2) - 0 + 2)]2 ds

j\s

= f[(s + 2)2/3+2 - 2(5 + 2)2/3+1 (r + 2) + (5 + 2)2f3(t + 2)2] <fe
< ( , + 2)2^3 [ _ [
L _ + __L_1
7
-v
L2/3 + 3 2/3 + 2 2/3 + 1J
2
2
2
=
2/3+3 (4/3 + 6/3 + 2) - 2(4/3 + 8/3 + 3) + (4/3 + 10/3 + 6)
1
]
(2/3 + 3)(2/3 + 2X2/3+1)
c(r + 2)2^+3
<
Thus,
(/.<cW('

+ 2 2 !
>1 "*

/3
'
Here we have used the fact that \R(y\ — y2)\ < 1 and that \b(x) — b(y)\ < c\x — y\.
Using similar ideas, we deal with (II). In particular, using the covariance of G,
{II) = 2 J f

fS(t

- s,y\)S(t - s,y2)b(u(s Aa,-x

- y\j)b(u(s Aa,-x

2[R(y\ - y2) - R(y\ -y22x)] dy\ dy2 ds.
Thus, using condition (1.2) and the fact that
\b(u(sAa,-x-y))\

<c2n(s + 2)^"

(by 1.3)

we find that
(II) < c22nx f /

/ S(t - s,yi)S(t - s,y2)(s + l ) 2 ^ " dy2 dy{ ds

<c22nxt2 J\s +

2)2^~nds

m .(r + 2 ) 2 ^ ^ 1
< c2lnxt
2^/\ogn+ 1

<<pjm?L.
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Here we have used the fact that since \(t,x\) — (t,X2)\ < £, we have \/\ogn

<

i

\\og\(t,x\) — (t,x2)\ | 2 = /3. Also, if t > 0 and x > 2, then ^—- is nondecreasing in
x, since

£<!±£-<t!£W t 2,-i]>a
ax
PROOF OF LEMMA

xz

x

2.2, PART (B). For ease of notation, we give the proof forx = 0.

Then
(N(t,0) - N(s,0)) < llj'

J

^S(t-r,y)b(u(rAo,yj)G{dyds)

+ 2(£[S(t-r,y)

- S(s - r,y)]b(u(r

Ao,y))G(dydr)

= (///)+ (/V).
Using the same techniques as for (I) and (II), we find
(III) <c22n jf JR3 JRiS(t - r,yi)S(t - r,y2)(,r+2)2^~nR(yx
< c22n(t - s)2 f(r + 2)2^r"

-y1)dy1dy\

dr

,2»,.
Mt + 2?W
<c22n(t-s)
Here we have used R(y\ — y2) < 1.
Term (IV) is a bit more complicated. First we give a lemma. Here, 8(y) means the
vector of length £ pointing in the same direction as y.
LEMMA 2.3.

If

S(t, 8, v) = S(t + 8, y) - S(t, y + 6(yj)

\y\

^

\y\+s\

then y \S(t,8,y)\dy = 6.
Recall that S(t,y) is a generalized function corresponding to uniform measure of mass t on the sphere of radius t about 0. Projecting this measure radially onto the
sphere of radius t + 8, we must include the expansion factor [|4§] 2 - Thus, JR3 \S\ is just
the difference in mass between S(t + 5,-) and S(t, •)> which is (/ + 6) — t = 8.
Now we deal with term (IV), splitting it up as we did with term (A). Let A = t — s.
We use some of the same methods as for the terms (I) and (II).
PROOF.

(IV) < 4/jf J^ S(s -

r,A,y)b(u(rAa,y))G(dydr)

+

s(J^R3S(s-r,y)[b(u(rAa,y))-b(u^

+ 8 ( X JR3 Xs - r>y)b(»{r A °>y + %))) \G{dydr) - G(d(y + 6(yj)dr)
= (IVa) + (IVb) + (IVc).
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Arguing as before, we have (using R(x) < 1)
(IVa)<c22n

£^JRiS(s-r,A,yi)S(s-r,A,y2)(r+2)2^~ndy2dyidr

,2„A(^2)^
< c22nA-

0
Arguing as for term (I), we have, since À = è(y),
2nAs
(IV b) < c2lnA

2f^

+

Term (IV c) is similar to term (II).
{IV c) <c22nàj

(S + 2)lyjïôgn

Putting all these together and choosing a different constant c, we get Lemma 2.2 (B).
Now we finish the proof of inequality (2.4), using Lemma 2.2. To get a probability
estimate, we can regard N(t, x\ )—N(t, x2) as a time-changed Brownian motion, with time
scale {N(t,xx)-N(t,x2))
bounded by Tx = c22n\x{
-x2\^f^.
Therefore, using the reflection principle for Brownian motion, and standard estimates
for the normal,
P{\N(t,xi)-N(t,x2)

\>R} < W s u p | £ , | >R)
t<T{

(2.6)

<4P{BT]
T\

<c-^-exp

>R}
R
2T{

Using the same reasoning, with T2 = c22n(t — s)(?+2^+", we have
2

(2.7)

P{\N(t,x)-N(s,x)

2

<CYQXV[~W\

\>R}

We can use estimates (2.6) and (2.7) to bound P(£^ m ), since there are at most
c24mJL(loglogn)3 differences of the above form involved in the event En,m. Such differences have |JCI — x2\ — 2~m or (t — s) = 2~m. Thus, if t — tn & log log n and
2no _ m (loglogn
r 3 = c2Ln2

+

2) 2 ^ 3

P

n

R= ]-2 2-^(\og\ogn

+ 2f
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and K is large, we have, recalling (5 = \J— log(t — s) = y/m or /3 = yj — log |JCI — JC2I
/m, that
PIE, J

< c2 4 --(loglogAi) 3 ^ exp
n
K

R

1
lo lo
2
4 m , , „ i „ „ , 3 (J v g
^m
< c2
-(loglogft) ^ & ^ &g'/" +' " )^2 exp[-cm2(loglog^ + 2) - 3 ].

This verifies (2.4). Summing from m = [log2 n] to 00, and making some obvious estimates, we arrive at inequality (2.5).
Finally, we use inequality (2.5) to prove Lemma 2.1. We claim that, for the right choice
of c in the definition of En,m, that
(2. 8)

P{Acn\An-X H • • • HAn) < P(^)-+P(£5_!).

In light of (2.5), we see that (2.8) would imply Lemma 2.1. To estimate/ 5 ^ | A„_if> • -D
A„), we must consider differences N(s\ ,x\)— Nfà,x2) such that \(s\,x\) — (s2,X2)\ < \,
and both points lie in C(tn, 0). Because of the conditioning, the difference of the N's is
well controlled if both points Csi,Jti) and fe,-^) ^ e m C(tn-\,0). Since the distance between points is less than or equal to £, we need only consider points in C(tn, 0)\ C{tn-2,0).
Finally, using the continuity of N(t, JC), we focus on the points (s\,x\ ), (s\,X2) G C(tn, 0) \
C(tn-2,0), s\ < 52, whose coordinates are dyadic rationales.
We claim that, connecting (s\,x\) and fe,-^), there is a path (po,p\,... ,/?#) with
po = (si,xi),pN = (52,^2) such that
(a) All points/?/ lie in C(tm 0) \ C(tn-u 0).
(b) At most eight of the steps \pi — pi+\ | have the same length.
(c) Each step pi,pt+\ satisfies, for some m, that \pt — pi+\\ = 2 _ m and the
(2.9)
components of the vectors pi,pi+\ are dyadic rationales of the form ^ .
(d) All steps satisfy
\Pi —Pi+\\ < \(S\,X\) -

(S2,X2)\

(e) The ^-coordinate of pt is nondecreasing with /.
Note that if (2.9) is satisfied, and the events En and En-\ occur, (and the c in the definition
ofEn^m is small enough) then we may sum the differences \N(pi) — N(pt+\)\ to conclude
\N(sux])-N(s2,x2)\

< ^2n\(suxl)-(s2,x2)\hs2

+ 2f.

Thus, to show (2.8) and hence prove Lemma 2.1, we need to verify (2.9). We explain how to choose such a path, satisfying (2.9) (b)-(e) in one dimension, and let the
reader check the 3-dimensional case. Start with sx < s2. Let (£2~m, (k + l)2~m) be the
largest dyadic interval contained in (s\, S2). Then use the binary expansions of s\ and S2
to choose the remaining dyadic intervals (pt,pi+i) on either side of the first interval. This
path satisfies (b)-(e).
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Thus, Lemma 2.1 is proved, and we can control differences \N(s\,x\) — N(s2,X2)\.
Next, let
A(t,x) = / ls(t—s,x

(2.10)

—

y)a(u(sA(j,y))dyds.

Our goal is to control |A(si,*i) — A(s2,X2)\. Assume that (t,x\),(t,xi) E C(tn,0), and
tn <T for some T > 0.
Observe that
(2.11)
\A(t,x\) — A(t,X2)\ <
/ S(f — s,x — y)c\u(s A a,x\ — y) — u(s A a,X2 — y)\ dyds
< c j\t

- s)2n\xx - x2\ ï (s + 2 > ^ ^ 2 )

<c2n|jci -JC2|2-

/J
< -2"|JCI - J C 2 | H ^ + 2) /3

6

if w, and hence f3 are large enough. Note that the lower bound for n will depend on T.
Next, we deal with \A(t,x) ~ A(s,x)\ for s < t < T. There are some similarities to the
proof of Lemma 2.2 part B. For simplicity, we let x = 0. Assume that (Y, 0) G C(tn, 0),
and t — s < -. We have
—n

|A(Y,0)-A0,0)| < f f 3S(t - r,y)\a(u(r
+ f\s(t -r,y)-

Aa,yj)\dydr
S(s - r,y)]a(u(r A a,yj) dydrl

= (/) + (//).
Because of the bound \u(rAcr,y)\ < c2n(r + 2)^°^" we have
(/) < j\t - r)cT{r + 2 ) ^ ^ dr

<c(t-sy2n
n

• , ^ + 2)^

<^2 (t-s)(t

0

+ 2f

if n is large enough as in the previous case. Using Lemma 2.3, we find,
(II) < jT ^ 3 S(s - r j -

s,y)\a(u(rAa,y))\dydr

+ ^ j ^ S(s - r,;y) fl(w(r A a,y)) - a(u(r Aa,y+ 6(y))^ dydr
< c2n-x j\t
<c2n(t-s)2

<—2n(t-s)kt

- s)(r + 2)^°*"dr + c2n J\s - r)(t -s)Hr

+ 2)^~ndr

(t + 2f+1
+ 2f
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if n is large enough, as before. Thus we have shown, (in the case x = 0),
(2.12)

< l2n(t-s)Ht

\A(t,x)-A(s,x)\

+ 2f.

6

From (2.11) and (2.12) we conclude, with the usual restrictions on (t, x), (s, y), and n, that
(2.13)

< X-2n\{t,x) - (s, y)\i(t + if.

\A(t,x)-A(s,y)\

Finally, we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 1. We first cite a theorem about
the deterministic wave equation.
LEMMA 2.4 (SEE TREVES (1975), THEOREM 13.2.).
U(t,x) is the solution of

Let w0,«i be C°° functions. If

Utt = Ail
u(0,x) = UQ(X)
ût(0,x) = u\(x)
then U(t,x) is a C°° function of(t,x).
Since the assumptions of Lemma 2.4 are satisfies, U(t,x) is a C°° function, and hence
a bounded Lipschitz function on C(T, 0) for each T > 0.
The following lemma will finish the proof of Theorem 1.
LEMMA 2.5.

Fix T>0. Given e > 0, there exists n>0 such thatP{a(n) < T} < e.

Suppose Lemma 2.5 is valid. The event that the solution u(t,x) exists for all (t,x) is
contained in the event ftr^i U A ^ I W ^ O > T}. Thus, Lemma 2.5 implies Theorem 1.
PROOF OF LEMMA

(2.14)

2.5. Rewriting (2.2), we have
v(t,x) = Q(t,x) +A(t,x) +N(t,x).

A sufficient condition for o > T is that for all (t9x), (s,y) G C(tn, 0), s < t, and for all
n>n such that tn < T + 1, we have
(i)

(2,5)

-

|^)|<|2-(, + 2)V^
\A(t,x)\ < l 2 " ( f + 2 ) ^ ï ï
|^(r,*)| < ^2"(f + 2 ) ^ "

and (ii)
\Q(t,x) - a(s,y)\ <

l

-2n\(Ux)-{s,y)\Ht + 2f

\A{t,x)-A{s,y)\

<

l

-2n\(t,x)-(s,y)\kt

+ 2f

\N(t,x)-N(s,y)\

<

l

-2n\{Ux)-{s,y)\ht

+ 2f
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provided

\(t,x)-(s,y)\<±.

n

Let F(T, n) be the event specified by (2.15). Suppose that [X?=n An occurs. Then by (2.12)
and Lemma 2.4, (2.15) (ii) holds provided n is large enough.
We claim that n is large enough, and (2.15) (ii) holds, then (2.15) (i) holds. Certainly
the bound on |M(J,JC)| holds if n > n is large enough. Assuming (2.15) (ii), we will prove
the bound on |N(£,JC)| in(2.15)(i). The bound on |A(f,jt)| is similar. Suppose (t, x) G C(tn).
We claim there is a path (pn~\,Pn, • • • ,p«) such that pk G C(tk), Pn-\ is on the surface
{t — 0}, the t coordinates of the/?^ are nondecreasing, and \pk — pk-\\ < p We leave
this construction to the readers, reminding them that the width of C(tk) \ C(tk-\) is \.
Thus

\N{Ux)\<J2\N(pk)-N(pk_x)\
k=n

k=n 3

K

< -2n(t + 2f.
~ 3
Thus, to prove Lemma 2.5, we need only show that P{F(T, n)c} < e for n sufficiently
large. But, by the above comments and by Lemma 2.1, we have

P{F(T,ny}<p\(r\An)C)
= ^FK|A„_,n--n/\„-}
n—n

oo

3

< c0 XI exp[-c(logrc)Hloglogrcr 3 ]
n=n

<e
if n is large enough.
This proves Lemma 2.5, and finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
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